
Tyco Electronics’ GelPact covers 
provide corrosion protection for 
AMPACT aluminum taps in severely 
corrosive environments such as 
coastal or heavily polluted areas. 
GelPact covers will prevent corrosion 
from forming on newly installed 
AMPACT taps in aerial applications. 
For previously installed AMPACT taps, 
installing a GelPact cover will help to 
arrest the progress of any corrosion 
that might be forming in the tap.

Made of sturdy, black, UV stable 
plastic. GelPact covers are provided in 
packs of 18 for white and blue and in 
packs of 12 for yellow. These covers 
are ready to snap on quickly and start 
providing corrosion protection for 
your electrical network.

GelPact Covers 

Easy to Select
Just three sizes of GelPact covers 
accommodate the entire AMPACT tap 
product line. GelPact W-sized covers fit 
all white coded taps. GelPact B–sized 
fits all blue-coded AMPACT taps, while 
GelPact SMY-sized covers fit 336 up 
to 605 mcm.

Easy to Install
Remove O rings from and simply align 
the two half shells together around the 
AMPACT tap and snap them together 
with your hands. Assemble cable ties 
through the slots and tighten. There’s 
nothing to cut, no loose parts to drop, 
and no tools required.  

Easy to Re-enter
To remove the GelPact cover, just cut 
the cable ties and tabs. Pry the two 
half-shells apart with a screwdriver.  

PowerGel Sealing Gel Technology
GelPact cover kits feature revolutionary 
PowerGel sealing gel which provides 
an excellent moisture seal over a wide 
temperature range (-40 C to 105 C).  
PowerGel sealing gel offers excellent 
insulating properties and acts as a 
vibration damper, as well.
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All of the above information, including drawings, illustrations and graphic designs, reflects our present understanding 
and is to the best of our knowledge and belief correct and reliable. Users, however, should independently evaluate the 
suitability of each product for the desired application. Under no circumstances does this constitute an assurance of any 
particular quality or performance. Such an assurance is only provided in the context of our product specifications or 
explicit contractual arrangements. Our liability for these products is set forth in our standard terms and conditions of 
sale. Gelpact, AMPACT, PowerGel, TE logo and Tyco Electronics are trademarks

Energy Division – a pioneer in the development of economical solutions for the electrical power industry. Our product 
range includes: Cable accessories, connectors & fittings, electrical equipment, instruments, lighting controls, insulators 
& insulation enhancement and surge arresters.

Catalog
Number          Product Description
1710523-1  Gelpact B fits all blue connectors #6 - 4/0 

1710501-1  Gelpact SMY fits all yellow connectors 336 - 605 

1710500-1  Gelpact W fits all white connectors #6 - 1/0

Ordering Information


